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Foreword
The Localism Act of 2011 introduced Neighbourhood Planning into the hierarchy of spatial
planning in England, giving communities the right to shape their future development at a local
level. It provides an opportunity for a community to have a real say over local decision
making, to achieve its long-standing goals through the planning system and address the
challenges and opportunities facing the future vitality of a neighbourhood.
The Lamerton Parish Neighbourhood Plan reflects community-wide comments, observations
and concerns about its future, bringing them together with census information and strategic
and statistical evidence into a document that mirrors the community’s overwhelming desire
to make Lamerton an even better place to live and work, both now and for future generations.
The plan has been produced by a Neighbourhood Planning Steering Group comprising of
Parish Council members and community volunteers for, and on behalf of, the Parish Council
and its parishioners.
This Final Plan, produced following a favourable local referendum, will form the development
plan and become, with the Joint Local Plan, the starting point for deciding where development
should take place and the type and quality of that development.
The Neighbourhood Plan aims to make Lamerton Parish an even better place to be, now and
for future generations. It covers a 20-year time period from 2014 to 2034 (which is the same
time period as the West Devon Borough Council/South Hams District Council/Plymouth City
Joint Local Plan) and will have periodic reviews as necessary.
The Neighbourhood Plan is based on extensive research and influenced by robust
engagement with the local community. Future decision makers will consider this an important
reference point and give it significant weight as a material consideration in any development
planning applications and decisions. Sustainable development is about positive growth –
making economic, environmental and social progress for this and future generations. These
three dimensions constitute what is sustainable in planning terms.
•

Economic – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy

•

Social – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities

•

Environmental – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic
environment.

To achieve this, a thoughtful and innovative approach is required, which works more
positively; with residents, landowners and developers taking a continuing interest in the
future of the village. This is the approach adopted in this Plan and on the basis of this the
4

Parish will look to engage positively with the statutory planning process to guide future
development.
People living in Lamerton appreciate the special qualities the village possesses. It is a great
place to live and in accommodating housing growth it is vital that the qualities which make
Lamerton so successful are protected. Current residents accept that more people will want
to come and live in Lamerton and this is important to any thriving and evolving community.
This plan is not anti-development and the community understands the need to accommodate
housing growth but new development in Lamerton could erode the very qualities that make
the village special. This Plan is intended to address these concerns by managing the scale and
design of future development.
Development must be more than simply an exercise in meeting housing supply ‘numbers’ by
the addition of characterless estates on the integral greenfield sites and rural fringes of the
village more typical of suburban areas.
Future growth in the village and the parish as a whole must create developments of quality
and size which contribute to the character of the village and provide local benefits to villagers
and their families.

A view of the ‘heart’ of Lamerton, the ‘Green Triangle’, the key feature of this
rural village that must be protected according to the villagers. (see the
Environment section for more information).
5

Section 1: Introduction and Background

1.1 Purpose
In April 2012, the Localism Act 2011 (which received Royal Assent on November 15th, 2011)
amended the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (the Act) introducing new rights and
powers to allow local communities to shape new development in their community by
preparing a Neighbourhood Plan, which can establish general planning policies for the
development and use of land in the neighbourhood. This document is a Neighbourhood Plan
as defined in the Act.

1.2 Submitting Body
This Neighbourhood Plan (the Plan) has been published for Regulation 14 (pre- submission)
consultation by Lamerton Parish Council, which is a qualifying body as defined by the Localism
Act 2011.

1.3 Neighbourhood Area
The Plan applies to the Parish of Lamerton in the West Devon Borough, excluding the small
part of the Parish located within the Dartmoor National Park (see Consultation Statement,
Part 1, Appendices item 1.c.ii) In accordance with part 2 of the Regulations, West Devon
Borough Council (WDBC), the local planning authority, publicised the application from
Lamerton Parish Council and advertised a six-week consultation period. The application was
approved by WDBC on 19th October 2015 and the Lamerton Parish designated as the
Neighbourhood Area.
As a result of an overlapping of the Lamerton Parish and Dartmoor National Park Area (DNPA)
boundaries, (in the Heathfield area) agreement has been reached between both parties
whereby the actual Area Designated by WDBC is to be as shown on the map on the following
page. DNPA will oversee any and all Planning matters on their side of the agreed corrected
boundary.
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Figure 1: Lamerton Parish – Approved Designated Area

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2018

Lamerton Parish Council confirms that this: i.

Neighbourhood Plan relates only to the Parish of Lamerton as the Qualifying Body and
to no other Neighbourhood Areas. A small area within Lamerton Parish at the top of
this designated area map area overlaps and rests within the boundary of the Dartmoor
National Park and is excluded from the Designated Plan Area. By agreement with
DNPA, this area will be governed by their Planning Authority (see Consultation
Document Part 1 Appendices 1.c.i and 1.c.ii).

ii.

Is the only Neighbourhood Plan in the approved designated area. No other
Neighbourhood Plan exists nor is in development for all or part of the designated area.

iii.

The Plan does not deal with excluded development.
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1.4 The Context
The Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan must:
a)

Have appropriate regard to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF);

b)

Be in general conformity with strategic policies in the development plan for the local
area and contribute to sustainable development. The Parish of Lamerton is part of the
West Devon Borough. The local strategic context is, therefore, set by the adopted Joint
Local Plan (set up by WDBC, South Hams District Council and Plymouth City Council).

c)

Be compatible with European Union (EU) obligations (where relevant) and human
rights requirements.

1.5 Plan Period, Monitoring and Review
The Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan period will run concurrently with the Joint Local Plan. It
is, however, a response to the needs and aspirations of the local community as understood
today and it is recognised that current challenges and concerns are likely to change over the
plan period. Lamerton Parish Council, as the Qualifying Body, will be responsible for
maintaining and periodically revisiting the Plan to ensure relevance and to monitor delivery.

1.6 Reference Documents
A list of the various reference documents referred to in this Plan can be found in Section 7:
Appendices.
For information, Appendix 7a contains a list of abbreviations used in this Plan.
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Section 2: About Lamerton

2.1

History of Lamerton Parish

Humans have inhabited the area for millennia, evident from Stone Age tumuli found at
Heathfield in the North of the Parish and in many locations on nearby Dartmoor.
Effective occupation of Devon was a gradual process begun in the 7th century by Anglo Saxons,
barely one per cent of Devon place names are pre-English and fully ¾ of farm names are on
record before 1350. When land boundaries were made over to the newly founded Tavistock
Abbey in 981, documents suggest that Ottery and Chaddlehanger were already in existence
in the third quarter of the 10th century.
The Doomsday Book records that the Anglo Saxon Ordulf owned Lamerton Manor before
1066 and that after the conquest, Roald Dubbed held Lamerton from the King. Robert of
Aumale (Normandy) owned the other manor consisting of Ottery, Collacombe and
Willestrew. The River Lumburn, meaning loam stream, proclaims the fertility of the adjacent
soil and would have been very productive. In the centre of this upland stood Tavistock
Abbey’s heordewic (Hertwick), or sheep farm.
The typical deep-set lanes of the area were created by trenches dug to enclose landowners’
holdings. The removed soil was thrown up into banks along the ditch and planted with
coppice wood of Oak, Beech, Ash and Hazel, creating shelter for livestock.
The Dukes of Bedford benefitted from the dissolution of Tavistock Abbey in 1539 and gained
land within Lamerton Parish but most of Lamerton Village itself came into ownership of the
Fortescue family of Castlehill, North Devon. For over two hundred years the Fortescues were
paid rent by inhabitants of the village until 1897 when Ward & Chowen (local estate agents
until recently) administered the sale of the Estate by auction in 22 lots. During these years of
ownership, the Parish probably saw very little physical change other than the bridge over the
River Lumburn in the centre of the village, built in 1844 to replace the ford, the enclosure of
Heathfield to permanent pasture and the way the land was cultivated.

2.2

Heritage, Assets and Historic Buildings

Lamerton is a rural parish which, as recently as the 19th century extended out to Lydford
before ecclesiastical changes were made reducing the size of the Parish. It now encompasses
typically Devonian villages and hamlets nestling amongst rolling hills and set between
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Dartmoor National Park to the north, the Tamar Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty to the
south east and Bodmin Moor to the west.
The Parish now has over 50 listed buildings and structures, one of which is Grade I and three
are Grade II. (See Appendix 7.e.)
The Parish Church of St Peter’s dates back to circa 1100 and stands in a prominent position in
a pleasant setting of trees and shrubs. Adjacent to the church is Ye Olde Priest’s House dating
from the 13th century which, like the Church, is a grade two listed building. Both buildings are
extremely well cared for internally and externally by the Church Wardens and supportive
members of the community.
The graveyard which surrounds the church is well looked after and volunteer working parties
ensure the numerous trees and shrubs are well maintained.

2.3

Settlements, Growth and Demographics

Lamerton Parish is spread over 5,848 acres and comprises of a main village and a few outlying
hamlets such as Ottery and Chaddlehanger. The parish is, and continues to remain, primarily
a proud and traditional farming community with a few excellent facilities and amenities; the
town of Tavistock is three miles away to the east and easily accessible by road. The age of
the population of Lamerton as a whole, is older than the national average and the average for
Devon, making Lamerton an older person’s location. This trend towards an aging community
will continue if development needs and associated house prices are not tailored towards the
young and their families.
The parish, and the village in particular, has evolved gradually over many years, tending to
follow national trends and design but the turn of the millennium has perhaps seen the
greatest amount of change in the shortest amount of time. At the time of the 2011 census
the population stood at 859 an increase of 122 (17%) on the 2001 census figure of 737. During
this same period 42 properties were built within the village and its associated boundaries.
Period 1901 - 1961
In 1901 the population for Lamerton stood at 640. The parish itself was a small rural farming
community comprising of traditionally built farmhouses and cottages which were spread
thinly across the landscape reflecting the low ratio of population to available land. Despite a
period of fifty years little change took place between 1901 and 1961. Population was
essentially unchanged in 1911 but dropped to 545 in 1921
The need for additional housing was extremely minimal during the 1930’s although some
council houses were built at Rushford and near Camplehaye. However, before the population
10

had had time to return to its pre-war figures the Second World War took a further toll on the
number of Lamerton parishioners. As a consequence, a need for immediate additional
housing was once again minimal. The population of Lamerton grew slowly but steadily from
about 1945 and as a result the properties (primarily for rental in Chestnut Terrace) were built
by WDBC.
Period between 1961 and 2001
Development and growth in population grew steadily from 591 in the 1960’s in keeping with
the national trend and post war baby boom era. The most notable developments during this
period were Orchard Cottages at Venn, a development of sixteen dwellings aimed at
independent retirement living for the over fifty-fives and constructed in the late 1980’s,
followed by a small development of three detached properties known as the Farriers.
Period between 2001 and 2011
In 2001 the population of Lamerton stood at 737 reflecting an increase of 146 (25%) on the
1961 figure of 591. This figure was to rise further by 2011 to 859. The need for additional
housing was essential and as a consequence twenty-five council houses were built at Chestnut
Close. Private developments at Trenance Drive (8 properties) and Outer Down (6 properties)
followed. In addition, three detached properties were built along the main road near
Rushford and some barns received the go ahead for conversion to family living.
Period from 2011 to date
Since 2011 all building, with four notable exceptions, has been confined to infill development
of a single property or conversions to existing structures. All four exceptions are situated
along the main road. Summer Green, a development of four properties was, built in 2016,
two new homes on the site of the old village hall, Ashton Court, a development of five
properties has been completed and development at Kooshti Bok is nearing completion.
(See Appendix 7.i. for full list)

2.4

Facilities and Services

The village of Lamerton is fortunate to have some excellent facilities for use by the local
population which include the following.
Social
The Village Hall and Community Centre located in the heart of the village, has a large and a
small function room, a fully equipped changing room, referee’s room and a fully fitted kitchen
to enable catering for over one hundred people. The rooms are hired out to local clubs and
11

other organisations during most of the week, both in the day and most evenings. The large
room in particular is in great demand as an indoor sport and play area for the village school
children and by the badminton club. It is also used regularly for birthday parties, wedding
receptions and various ad hoc and annual fund raising and social events.
Sports
As well as being an indoor venue, The Village Hall and Community Centre includes a sizeable
playing field which in part incorporates a full-size football pitch which has been used by the
village football team. The playing field is also used by the village school throughout the year
and also by the community as a whole for outdoor fund raising and social activities.
Children’s Play Areas
Within the grounds of The Village Hall and Community Centre there is a small but newly
installed well-equipped play area for children of primary school age or younger. The
equipment includes swings, a slide, a climbing frame and a roundabout and there are also
benches for the comfort of supervising adults.
School
The Lamerton School provides teaching of a high standard to children between the ages of 5
and 11. Although it is small school with limited space (typically 56 students) it has an excellent
performance record and is thriving however it is experiencing declining numbers despite
attracting children from the village, the parish and from the neighbouring district.
Other Facilities
Unfortunately, there is only a very limited bus service through the Parish and services run on
only two days per week, twice per day.
There are no shops in the parish except Carr’s Garage, situated a mile away along a busy main
road (with no pedestrian footpath,) does provide access to basic general provisions. As a
consequence, since a car is required, most shopping is done in Tavistock approximately three
miles away.
There is no mains gas available within the Parish confines.
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Section 3: Plan Development Process

3.1 Formation of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
Lamerton Parish Council resolved to develop a Neighbourhood Plan for Lamerton Parish in
March 2015. The Parish Council asked for volunteers to form a Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group of at least 8 members, which initially comprised four Parish Council Members with the
rest being drawn from a diverse range of residents.
A group of 11 Parish residents (including two ex-officio) met for the first time on 10th April
2016. Designation of the Parish of Lamerton was made by West Devon Borough Council in
October 2015. Over the ensuing period the membership of the committee has changed a little
and the following is the current list of members.

Members of the Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group at March 2020
Cllr. J Edgar (Chair)
Mr. J Broadbridge (Vice Chair)
Cllr. D Green
Mr. M Jefferies
Mrs. G Doble
Mr. A Downing

3.2 Community Engagement
A Neighbourhood Plan is a community plan and must derive its objectives, actions and
authority from the community. From the outset the Committee was determined that the
residents should be kept informed and given every opportunity to tell the Steering Group
what they wanted. Communication and consultation, in various forms played a major role in
formulating the Plan.
The objectives were to:
•

Promote a high degree of awareness of the project;
13

•

Invite residents to join the team advising the Parish Council;

•

Encourage everyone to contribute to the development of the Plan;

•

Promote consultation events; and,

•

Provide regular updates on the status of the Plan and its development.

Key to this programme was publicity, public events and the use of local print and electronic
media to provide regular updates, together with the construction and establishment of a
Lamerton
Neighbourhood
Plan
page
on
the
Parish
Council
Website
(www.lamertonparish.co.uk) to provide easily accessible, extensive information to the whole
Parish and to encourage the Parish to participate.
Initial consultations took place in January 2016 at a public meeting presentation, from which
100% affirmation from those present was received in favour of creating a Plan. Subsequent
weekend coffee morning drop-in sessions and displays at the annual Parish Tractor Rally and
Duck Race events were held, where the preliminary draft plan has been presented and
discussed with over 200 residents. Questionnaires were also provided and returned with
comments and indicating levels of support for the policies produced. All events were
publicised by banners and local posters, announcements in the Parish News and the Lamerton
Neighbourhood Plan page on the Lamerton Parish website (www.lamertonparish.co.uk).
During 2016 the Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (LNPSG) considered the
output of the Lamerton Housing Needs survey (2016), to identify the issues that could be
addressed by a Neighbourhood Plan. Residents were updated about developments in the bimonthly coffee mornings held at the Lamerton Village Hall, through the Plan website and
through the monthly Parish magazine.
In July 2016 a Questionnaire / Survey (see Appendix 7.e.) was sent to every household in the
parish (356 questionnaires) asking what residents thought of the Parish, what was good, what
was bad, what should change. It also incorporated a Housing Needs survey (see Appendix
7.c.) both of which were independently managed by a third party (Devon Communities) on
behalf of the LNPSG. A total of 92 responses were received (26%), of which 67 (73%) came
from within Lamerton Village, enabling key issues to be identified. The Questionnaire only
covered people living within the Parish already and did not reach people with a local
connection who might wish to return to Lamerton to live were suitable properties available.
These issues were then put to residents as part of a further consultation in August 2017 when,
at an advertised meeting in the Village Hall, residents were asked their opinion on a number
of issues relating to new housing, preferred location, type and number. Some 66
questionnaires were returned which helped inform the site allocation process.
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Feedback on the Survey was provided via the website and Parish magazine and also in the
minutes of Parish Council Meetings when update reports were given.
During the autumn of 2016 focus groups from within LNPSG were established to investigate
various aspects e.g., Housing, Environment, Services and Facilities. Transport and Access,
Business, arising from the consultations: Assessments on each of these topics resulting from the public consultations can be found
within this document and also within the Appendices and they formed the basis of the policy
formulation.
Publicity
Regular updates on the plan development process, opportunities to contribute and comment,
and outcomes of surveys and events were provided:
•

Via the bi-Monthly Parish magazine

•

On the Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan website ( www.lamertonparish.co.uk )

The Lamerton Parish magazine is delivered to many Parishioners and read by a large
percentage of adults and young people. It is published bi-monthly and now carries articles
and updates on the progress of the Plan. In addition, there has been regular exposure to the
Plan at bi-monthly Coffee Mornings at which LNPSG members are on hand to provide updates
and to answer resident’s questions etc.

3.3 Evidence Base Overview
The analysis, objectives and proposals in this Neighbourhood Plan have drawn on a variety of
sources which can be found in greater detail in this document, including data on:
•

Population, employment, housing, deprivation, car ownership was obtained largely from
the Office of National Statistics;

•

The housing need was obtained from both the Joint Local Plan and from the views of
residents at public consultations and reaffirmed by comments received from
questionnaire responses;

•

Business data was provided by contacting local businesses to identify their future local
infrastructure needs;

•

Transport - local bus companies were contacted about potential expansion of the existing
minimal service route to improve local services;
15

•

Flood risk data was obtained from the Department of the Environment and WDBC;

•

Foul water treatment capacity information was obtained from South West Water
Authority;

More detailed information, including reports on the village consultations and workshops, can
be found within the Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan and on the Lamerton Parish website
www.lamertonparish.co.uk
A Consultation Statement detailing the complete consultation process has been produced to
accompany this Neighbourhood Plan.
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Section 4: Vision and Objectives
There were extensive consultations in 2016 when, via Coffee mornings and village events,
residents were asked what they felt was good and bad about the village. They were also
asked: •

what they felt needed to change,

•

their opinion on potential developments for the village and scale thereof,

•

the sort of development e.g., smaller / larger properties, they would like to see,

•

other general comments they would like to make.

As a result of these comments (available in the Evidence Base report) initial feedback was
provided to residents at a public meeting in August 2017, where the key objectives and
preferred site locations actions were presented for resident approval.
Additional issues requiring further investigation and response by the Parish include:
•

work with telephone and broadband service providers to increase and improve local
connectivity; and,

•

transportation and traffic speeding issues.

Following this consultation, the ideas were formalized into the following vision and objectives
statements:

4.1 Vision for Lamerton Parish

To embrace the positive attributes of 21st century living, while at the same time ensuring
the cultural and agricultural heritage of the village and the parish as a whole is maintained
for many years to come.
To be known by people at all stages of their lives as one of the best and safest
neighbourhoods of West Devon to live due to its strong community spirit, village
atmosphere and natural environment.
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4.2 The Objectives of the Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan
The following objectives will enable Lamerton to achieve its vision and to concur with all
sections of the community in a manner which respects the character of the village and the
wider Parish. They are to:
•

retain existing public green spaces, areas of significant local interest and to protect and
preserve the local environment and its heritage;

•

improve car parking which obstructs traffic flow by introducing measures to minimise
further roadside parking which is a danger to pedestrian safety (particularly along the
highway at Rushford, Greenhill and close to the school which obstruct traffic flow and
which are a hazard to pedestrian safety);

•

improve safe pedestrian and cycle access in key areas of Lamerton for those wishing to
access the school and other village amenities and facilities;

•

introduce extra safety measures to reduce speeding traffic along the main road, Green
Hill and The Avenue which is a danger to all pedestrians;

•

seek and support enhanced public transport;

•

aim to reduce flood risk and to maintain the existing flood plain (in accordance with
WDBC Policies);

•

work in conjunction with the Joint Local Plan and WDBC to implement the policies of this
Neighbourhood Plan and ensure, through the Lamerton Parish Council, that the existing
policies of WDBC are adhered to;

•

adopt a sensitive approach to all new development in the proximity of listed buildings,
sites and structures (in accordance with WDBC Policies);

•

only support developments which ensure the rural setting is maintained;

•

encourage more affordable homes (i.e. Starter Homes or Shared Equity) to meet local
need and to seek an even distribution of property types on all new development sites;

•

encourage smaller dwellings to be built which younger people could afford to buy;

•

ensure that the design of new developments visually blend in with existing building
architecture and that where possible they incorporate environmental and green energy
features;

•

encourage small non-obtrusive wind turbines, hydro-power schemes and solar
technology on farm buildings, domestic and industrial buildings and in suitable locations
18

which fit with the aims of the Parish, and resist industrial scale renewable energy
development on any agricultural land, common land and open spaces;
•

maintain and support a low-key rural business environment for small, light industrial
development;

•

new businesses to be located away from the village centre to minimise traffic congestion;

•

encourage support for the creation of future local health and shopping facilities;

•

work with telephone and broadband service providers to increase and improve local
connectivity; and,

•

work with the Lamerton Parish Council and the Lamerton Village Hall Committee to
provide additional facilities.

Proposers of development are encouraged to engage with the local community and Parish
Council at the earliest opportunity to help ensure that any proposals for change consider both
this plan’s aims and objectives and the views of the local community.
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Section 5: Neighbourhood Plan Policies

5.1

Introduction

This section sets out our planning policies. They are set out by topic area as follows:
•

Environment;

•

Community Services, Facilities and Amenities;

•

Built Environment and Heritage;

•

Housing;

•

Traffic and Transport;

•

Local Economy and Employment; and,

•

Green / Renewable Energy.

Each topic area section has a brief introduction to the topic and its key issues and relevance
in Lamerton (including a reminder of the key issues raised by the community and relevant
objectives), policy justification which signposts evidence base material and consultation
responses which support the policy and the policy itself.
Following the topic-based parts of this section, we have set out the Proposals Map. This
should be considered alongside any policies which relate to designations and allocations of
land in this Plan as it defines land areas to which those policies apply. Any policies which have
a designation or land area allocation refer to “the Proposals Map” in the policy itself.
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5.2

Environment

Introduction
The rural parish of Lamerton lays between The Dartmoor National Park to the north and the
Tamar Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty to the south. The Parish itself contains areas of
small woodland and copses, undulating farmland, heathland and marshy margins along the
river Lumburn.
It was clear from the Public Consultations that the community valued the rural setting and
village feel of Lamerton. It was also clear that any plans/policies to come from the
Neighbourhood Plan must respect this and should seek to enhance further the values which
make Lamerton a desirable place to live.
The majority of the ancient field systems and hedgerows in Lamerton Parish have largely
escaped the destruction bought about by intensive farming evident in other English counties.
These fields and wayside banks and hedges provide shelter for livestock and habitat for a vast
variety of wildflowers, insects, mammals, nesting birds, reptiles and amphibians.
In the heart of the village lays the area known locally as the Green Triangle (shown on the
proposals map) and encompasses a long quiet stretch of the river Lumburn flowing through
its centre, a large quantity of mature trees and approximately 28 hectares of permanent
prime pasture which have remained unploughed for decades and with minimal, if any,
fertilisation.
This area is very special to the village and provides an excellent habit for biodiversity.
Seen within the Green Triangle alone there have been over 60 species of bird including
Kingfishers, Peregrine Falcons, Grey Wagtails and Blackcaps.
Mammals include foxes, badgers, stoats, weasels, field voles, hedgehogs, field mice, muntjac
and red deer.
Three species of bat have been recorded, Pipistrelle, Long-eared and the rare Greater
Horseshoe Bat. (see Lamerton village locations map in Appendix 7.f.). Elsewhere in the Parish,
Pipistrelles are commonplace, with Long-eared bats seen regularly in and around Ottery also.
Other wildlife includes Slow worms, Common Frog, Common Toad, Smooth Newts, Golden
Ringed Dragonfly, Southern Hawker, the Small Red and Southern Blue Damsel Flies and seven
species of butterfly seen regularly through the summer.
There are many beautiful rural walks in the area, too many to mention, but of special note is
that along the eastern edge of the Green Triangle, known as Venn Avenue. Lined with
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protected mature trees it provides a particularly popular walk and provides lovely views of
the Green Triangle in all seasons.
These criteria, landscape and biodiversity, are paramount both in further housing
development and in future farming methods. It is, by definition, the Environment itself that
grants Lamerton its rural status.
It is critical that the natural environment of the parish is retained, conserving and enhancing
where necessary, for the benefit of its biodiversity and the value it has for the residents of
the parish.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.

Summary of Key Issues – Environment

Objective

Retain Lamerton’s village feel

Retain existing public green spaces, areas of
significant local interest and to protect and
Maintain an attractive built environment
preserve the local environment and its
Heritage and natural environment is heritage
important to the local community

Policy E1: Retaining, Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Beauty of our Parish
Policy Justification
The Lamerton Parish is a rural environment with the village itself surrounded by open
farmland; the village and its parishioners are proud of its farming heritage and the rural nature
is much valued. Public Consultations demonstrated a very strong desire to retain the
community atmosphere and sense of identity and this was confirmed by 91% of respondents
to the Neighbourhood Plan questionnaire.
The primary green space within the village is the area known locally as The Green Triangle.
This area incorporates the Lamerton Village Hall & Community Centre and its public playing
field along with the village Allotments. The remaining fields which comprise the Green
Triangle are open farmland. Each of these three areas makes a vital contribution to the
atmosphere, character and appearance of the village and is valued by the community.
Between them they provide essential space for community recreation and interaction as well
as providing highly valued visual breaks. The Green Triangle as a whole is also a haven for
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wildlife and is considered a key characteristic in making Lamerton a desirable place to live
(see the Environment section below). Given the environmental policies which exist within the
JLP it is expected that a great deal of protection will be afforded to the Green Triangle (and
the existing high-quality farm land throughout the parish) and that any future development
proposal within or adjacent to it, would need to fully demonstrate that it is critical to the
future wellbeing of the village.
The Green Triangle comprises of several fields bordered by three roads, the Old Launceston
Road (formerly the B3362) which runs south of the village between Tavistock and Launceston,
Green Hill which runs down from the Blacksmith’s Arms Public House to the school, and an
unnamed road known locally as Venn Avenue which runs from the school back toward the
Old Launceston Road. This area is seen by the parish as the primary landscape feature which
gives the village its unique character. It is a haven for wildlife and the centre piece of some
traditional village and community events, for example, the annual Duck Race.
For the benefit of present and future generations this landscape area and its vista’s which
help define Lamerton’s character as a village must be conserved for as long as possible in
order to preserve the village’s sense of identity.
The size of the Green Triangle essentially precludes it from being able to be classified as a
designated Local Green Space. It does however sit outside of the Settlement Boundary and
an aim of the Joint Local Plan (JLP) through its vision statement and Strategic Objective SO6
is to protect, conserve and enhance the natural environment from inappropriate
development in order to maximise environmental assets. Furthermore, Policy SPT1 aims to
ensure that “The best and most versatile agricultural land is protected for agricultural use”
while Policy DEV24 aims to “…respect scenic quality and maintain an area’s distinctive sense
of place and reinforce local distinctiveness”.
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Figure 2: Lamerton’s Green Triangle
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The remaining green landscape within the parish is open farmland and as to be expected with
a rural environment the hedges, fields and woods are teeming with wildflowers, birds and
wildlife. With wildlife habitats dwindling throughout the British Isles it is important that such
environments are maintained for future generations to enjoy.
There are many sites where bats have been seen regularly around the parish (please see
Appendix 7.f.) which includes a very rare species, The Greater Horseshoe Bat, which has been
recorded flying across The Green Triangle. Daubenton’s Bat has been seen and recorded
down at Lamerton Bridge and the common brown long eared bats are quite common with
the Pipistrelle seen and heard throughout the parish.
The Public off - road footpaths throughout the parish (see map in the Transport and Traffic
section) are well used, some more frequently than others. Unfortunately, some are
overgrown and need to be cleared but the landowners and farmers take their role as
custodians of the countryside very seriously. The rural nature of the Lamerton Parish gives
rise, through its many lanes, hedgerows, copses, woods, heathland and pasture to natural
wildlife corridors.
Devon hedges (commonly also referred to as “Devon banks”) are a common feature of the
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landscape in Lamerton. They are usually formed of an earth bank which is faced with either
stone or turf and is often topped with bushes or shrubs. They are often very old, rich in
biodiversity and very attractive, host a wide variety of wildlife, and play an important role as
stock-proof barriers and shelter for livestock and crops. We are aware of the threat of gradual
erosion of such hedge banks in the Parish as a result of development and access proposals.
Our farming community and other local landowners have a key role in maintaining the
integrity of these important features and the Parish Council will work with them to encourage
positive management, but this Plan can help play a role in ensuring that erosion is not
considered as acceptable and measures are taken to prevent their loss. The successful
conservation of these hedges is critical to maintaining the special character of Lamerton’s
natural and farmed landscape and the Parish Council will work with the community, farmers
and other landowners to identify Devon banks at risk.
Consideration must be given to ensuring that any new developments do not disturb or have
any impact on these special habitats. All developments must conform and adhere to all
legislation and conservation policies and abide by national and international guidelines to
protect, sustain and preserve the countryside of rural Devon.
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Policy E1: Retaining, Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Beauty of our Parish
1. Proposals for development will only be supported where they demonstrate
that there are no adverse impacts on nationally designated landscapes, the
natural environment (landscape and biodiversity) and its tranquillity (including
locally significant views identified on the proposals map), or any adverse impacts
are satisfactorily mitigated. Applicants are encouraged to enhance the natural
environment where there is the opportunity to do so.
2. Where mitigating measures are unavoidably required for development to be
acceptable within its landscape setting, appropriate landscaping should be
employed that is compatible with local landscape character. Such measures
should include the use of appropriate planting which can enrich the biodiversity
of the area such as native fruit and nut trees and hedges.
3. Proposals for development which adversely affect traditional Devon hedges
will only be supported where:
i) they have demonstrated that alternative options are impractical
and the proposal is the least damaging option (to the hedgerow /
bank, its setting in the landscape, and its associated biodiversity
and habitats); and,
ii) they reflect the most up-to-date guidance on the protection,
management and creation of Devon Hedges which, at the time of
writing, is that from the Devon Hedges Group.

Policy E2: Local Green Space: Lamerton Village Hall and Community Centre Playing Field
Policy Justification
The Lamerton Village Hall and Community Centre and its playing field is located next door to
the Blacksmith Arms public house. It is a major hub of village life. The hall itself is in constant
use and has a comprehensive events programme which includes exercise classes, coffee
mornings and a list of social activities ranging from quiz nights and bingo to theatre
productions and major fund-raising events. The hall is also used by the village school for some
in door activities as well as annual productions such as the Christmas Play.
The playing field is used by the school for their outside sporting activities, by the general
public and intermittently by Lamerton Football Club. In addition to the green space there is
a children’s playground offering a range of activities for the very young. Annual celebrations
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such as Firework Night are also held in the playing field area and since coming into existence
thirteen years ago it has hosted numerous major events to celebrate such occasions as the
Queen’s 90th birthday. The space meets the criteria tests to be applied1 in order to designate
a local green space, i.e. it is not an extensive tract of land, is in close proximity to the
community it serves and is well-used for recreational and leisure purposes.

Policy E2: Local Green Space
1. The Lamerton Village Hall and Community Centre playing field (defined on the
proposals map) has been designated a Local Green Space by the Lamerton Parish Council
who are the land-owners.
2. This area will be protected for its local environmental and recreational value as well as
for its visual appeal which helps define the atmosphere and character of the village.
3. Development proposals on or adjacent to this area which have an adverse impact on
this site will only be supported where they:
i) maintain or enhance the existing use and amenity value of the site;
ii) enhance the access to and use of the site where also used for recreational
purposes;
iii) have no adverse impact on the recreational use, the environmental value of the
site’s wildlife habitat or its visual character; and,
iv) do not change the purpose for which the space is valued and the reason for
designation; and,
v) do not result in the loss, or part thereof, of the Local Green Space.

1

NPPF paragraphs 99-101 set out the criteria that are to be used to designate Local Green Space. Paragraph 99 states that “The
designation of land as Local Green Space through local and neighbourhood plans allows communities to identify and protect green areas
of particular importance to them. Designating land as Local Green Space should be consistent with the local planning of sustainable
development and complement investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential services. Local Green Spaces should only be
designated when a plan is prepared or updated, and be capable of enduring beyond the end of the plan period.” with paragraph 101
setting the tests that need to be applied: “The Local Green Space designation should only be used where the green space is: a) in
reasonably close proximity to the community it serves; b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local
significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness
of its wildlife; and c) local in character and is not an extensive tract of land.”
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5.3

Community Services, Facilities and Amenities

Introduction
As a small rural village, the facilities available to parish residents are relatively minimal.
However, the services which are available are highly valued and provide a useful resource as
well as opportunities for residents to meet and interact thereby creating a cohesive society
and sense of belonging.
Facilities include St Peter’s church, Lamerton School and the Lamerton Village Hall and
Community Centre which are all located within the core village boundary along with the
Blacksmith Arm’s public house. On the main Tavistock to Launceston road can be found Carr’s
Garage which, in addition to petrol and motor vehicle needs, provides everyday shopping
essentials albeit not within walking distance to villages. There is also a Physiotherapy practice
/ Pilate’s gym close to Carr’s Garage.
Facilities such as doctors, dentists, banking, hair dressing and general retail are all available in
Tavistock which lies three miles away to the east of Lamerton.
Club activities are encouraged. The Lamerton Football Club has played on the community
field and the Blacksmith Arm’s is the home venue for the parish darts and skittles teams. It is
also a venue often frequented by the Young Farmers social group. The badminton club which
is open to all age’s plays weekly in the village hall.
Young people are by no means excluded from village life and every effort is made to engage
with all age groups, however, it is recognised that wherever possible more should be done to
provide facilities for teenagers.
This age group in particular (but by no means exclusively) are dependent upon social media
but telephone and broadband facilities are extremely poor throughout the parish.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.

Summary of Key Issues – Services,
Facilities and Amenities

Objectives

Absence of Health and limited Shopping Encourage support for creation of local
facilities
health and shopping facilities
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Limited
Telephone
connectivity

and

Broadband Work with telephone and broadband service
providers to increase and improve local
connectivity

Minimal facilities for young children and Work with the Lamerton Parish Council and
teenagers
the Lamerton Village Hall Committee to
provide additional facilities

Policy C1: Protecting and Enhancing Community Facilities
Policy Justification
Whilst the residents of Lamerton would be receptive to having health and shopping facilities
closer to hand it is appreciated that viability and sustainability would be difficult given the size
and population of the parish. Technological advances continue to offer a viable alternative
through online shopping but the levels of service and connectivity are generally poor, with
telephone and broadband services both in dire need of improvement. The Lamerton Parish
Council and its parishioners must continue to petition for improved telephone and broadband
connectivity.
The Lamerton Parish, mainly through the commitment of its retired and older parishioners,
maintains a modern and thriving village hall. Village Hall events are aimed at all age groups
and are well attended. Such support enabled the hall to be built in the first place and
continues to enable future enhancements for the benefit of all. The Village Hall Committee
is open to suggestions from all age groups and has a future development programme aimed
at providing even greater social interaction.
The provision of a multi-use all-weather surface located within the Village Hall boundary, for
both play and for holding functions on, would be of great benefit to the entire community. A
phased project for improving play equipment for children of infant and junior school age has
been completed.
A shelter for the use of older children and an all-weather playing area is planned.
The Allotments are located within the Green Triangle alongside Venn Avenue. The Lamerton
Village Allotment Society is well supported and provides an essential community facility which
is enjoyed by many families from the village along with the school who also maintain a plot
for educational purposes.
In summary, our community facilities and amenities of significant value are:
•

The Lamerton Village Hall and Community Centre;
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•

The Lamerton Playing Field;

•

The Allotments;

•

St Peter’s Church;

•

The Lamerton Church of England Primary School;

•

The Blacksmiths Arms Public House; and,

•

Carrs Garage and convenience store.

The location of most of these are shown on the map below.

Figure 3: Our Valued Community Facilities and Amenities
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It is important to support existing community facilities and amenities and therefore the
service they provide to local residents. Our policy below seeks to protect and enable
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enhancements to these facilities and amenities where such improvements are demonstrated
to be viable in the long-term.

Policy C1: Protecting and Enhancing Community Facilities
1. Existing community facilities will be protected for such use and their loss or
redevelopment will not be supported. Where justification for change of use is claimed,
at least one of the following must be demonstrated:
i) that the facility has been replaced with a similar one of equal or greater value
to the community; or,
ii) that the facility is no longer needed by the community; or ,
iii) in the case of privately-owned businesses, that the facility is no longer viable.
Proposals should demonstrate that they have been actively marketed for a period of 18
months for the current or a similar use prior to change of use to a residential dwelling.
2. Our particular locally valued community amenities and facilities are identified on the
map below and are:
i) The Lamerton Village Hall and Community Centre and playing field, which
provides a wide range of facilities and services to parish residents of all ages
and to the wider community beyond the parish boundary;
ii) The Village Allotments which provides a valued facility to local residents of all
ages as well as an educational resource to the village school;
iii) The Blacksmiths Arms Public House;
iv) St Peter’s Church;
v) The Lamerton Church of England Primary School; and,
vi) Carr’s Garage and convenience store.
3. Development proposals for new, replacement, extended and/or improved community
facilities and open space will be supported where:
i) the proposal would not have significant adverse impact on the amenity of
nearby residents; and,
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ii) the proposal would not have significant adverse impacts on the surrounding
local environment (with regard to biodiversity, wildlife habitat and landscape
character); and,
iii) the proposal would not have unacceptable impacts on the local road network
(with regard to additional traffic volume / congestion, demand for parking,
and pollution levels); and,
iv) the proposed use will be dedicated to community use in perpetuity; and,
v) they are easily accessible to residents.
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5.4

Built Environment and Heritage

Introduction
Lamerton is a rural community surrounded by open farmland which provides an essential
agricultural need which must be maintained. The level of new development required under
the Joint Local Plan is around 20 dwellings between 2014 and 2034, is considered both
reasonable and achievable without excessive incursion into productive greenfield land. As
set out above, the Green Triangle also forms a critical and key feature of Lamerton’s
character. Central to this built character are numerous heritage assets, mostly listed
buildings, across the parish and concentrated within the village. The Conservation Area
(shown in Figure 6 below) encapsulates the historical significance of these buildings and the
built form and character overall of the heart of the village. This character should be protected
and this section sets out policies which provide a positive planning framework to enable
change to happen in a sympathetic way, including a policy which sets out what is considered
to be “high quality design” in the Lamerton context.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.

Summary of Key Issues – Built
Environment and Heritage
Ensure that development
appropriate scale and design

Objectives

is

at

an Work in conjunction with the Joint Local
Plan and WDBC to implement the policies of
this Neighbourhood Plan and ensure the
rural setting is maintained unless the
development is of direct benefit to the local
community.
Only support developments which ensure
the rural setting is maintained.
Ensure that the design of new developments
visually blend in with existing building
architecture and that where possible they
incorporate environmental and green
energy features
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Heritage sites and historical buildings

Adopt a sensitive approach to all new
development in the proximity of listed
buildings, sites and structures.
Retain existing public green spaces, areas of
significant local interest and to protect and
preserve the local environment and its
heritage.

Flooding

Aim to reduce flood risk and to maintain the
existing flood plain (in accordance with
WDBC Policies)

Policy BE1: Settlement Boundaries
Policy Justification
In order to ensure sustainability of agricultural land, and keep greenfield development to the
barest minimum, future housing development should, as a first principle, must wherever
possible be confined within the Settlement Boundary and connected to the existing built
village footprint (see the following map showing Settlement Boundaries). This will also
provide for easier pedestrian or cycle access to the main services and facilities of the village.
It will further prevent the establishment or expansion of small settlement pockets in the open
countryside surrounding the village of Lamerton, inevitably leading to greater use of the
motorcar.
Up to date and robust settlement boundaries are important when it comes to identifying
where development should go. A settlement boundary is a line drawn around a settlement
that demarcates the built form from the surrounding countryside. The purpose of the
settlement boundary is to mark the limits of settlements and to define where planning
policies apply in order to prevent encroachment into the countryside. Different criteria-based
planning policies apply either side of the line.
Lamerton’s settlement boundary is not new; generally, it is the same boundary as
satisfactorily determined by West Devon Borough Council (WDBC) historically and, to ensure
that the policies in this Plan prioritise infilling and the protection of the countryside in
accordance with the wishes of the community, the settlement boundary for Lamerton shall
largely remain ‘as is’ so as to prevent further sprawl into the open countryside.
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The Settlement Boundary used to follow the line in red below but our revised defined
boundary extends the area to include the areas in yellow. The defined boundary is more
clearly marked on the Proposals Map (Figure 9).

Figure 4: Historic and Current Settlement Boundaries around Lamerton Village
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This Plan is not anti-development, but it will only support development based on proven local
need - the right type of development in the right location, which positively contributes to the
community’s Vision and the achievement of sustainable development. There is no desire
within the parish community to expand the existing overall size of Lamerton village and
therefore increase the built-up landscape beyond the Settlement Boundary. Small infill
developments, barn alterations, extensions and rejuvenation of old brown field sites are
considered favourable although it is recognised that there is a need for two small housing site
allocations in order to help deliver a small amount of new housing to satisfy local needs
(considered in the Housing section). Any additional housing development within the
settlement boundary should only take place where it is fulfilling a demonstrable local need
(see Housing section of this Plan for further details on how we define this in the Lamerton
context).
It is considered important to ensure that villages retain their individual sense of identity and
character. It is therefore essential to control development which is likely to cause Lamerton
to lose its self-contained character. This is achievable by restricting future building and
construction to infill development, the redevelopment of suitable brownfield (previously
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developed) sites, thus ensuring that the existing open vistas of the main entrances to the
village, which form an aspect of its character, are retained and urban sprawl does not occur,
particularly within the Green Triangle.
Visually, the wide access routes into Lamerton are a feature of the character of the settlement
and must be protected. Development, to the east and the west along the Old Launceston
Road (formerly the B3362) is outside of the Settlement Boundary and, therefore, considered
inappropriate unless full justification can be made in keeping with the policies of this Plan and
the JLP.
Infill development also affords the best opportunity to prevent any unnecessary tree felling
and will minimise the impact on woodland, hedges, ponds, streams, verges and geological
features. It will also:
a) limit housing development thus ensuring no undue demand on existing and limited
infrastructure (e.g. roads/parking/school places/drainage/communications);
b) encourage the use of Brown Field sites and minimise the impact on green field locations
and the knock-on effect to agricultural output;
c)

ensure the village character remains unchanged and within existing boundaries;

d) minimise the impact on the landscape and historical and cultural buildings;
e) minimise the impact on wildlife.

Policy BE1: Settlement Boundaries
1. The Lamerton settlement boundary is defined on the proposals map. For housing
development to take place which is appropriate to Lamerton’s role, function and
character and to allow the village to absorb new housing development in an
incremental organic way, outside of this Plan’s allocated sites, the defined settlement
boundary area is the preferred location for new housing development. Development
proposals for new dwellings within the settlement boundary will be supported in
principle. Preferred sites will be:
i) On previously developed land; or,
ii) On an infill site (outside of the curtilage of existing built properties).
2. Proposals should demonstrate that they are responding to local needs defined in the
Housing section of this Plan and in accordance with Joint Local Plan Policy DEV8.
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Policy BE2: Design
Policy Justification
The village has a rural feel with a mixture of old and new houses each depicting the era in
which they were constructed. Older properties are mostly of traditional stone construction
with exposed stone-work and/or rendered exterior walls whilst newer properties tend to be
wooded frame construction also with rendered exterior walls but in many instances exposed
stonework too. All properties are comprised of one or two floors.
Styles and sizes vary but numerous listed and unlisted buildings provide visual evidence of
Lamerton’s agricultural past. St Peter’s Church sits above the village and is a major focal point.
It, along with a great many old farmhouses, cottages, barns, stables, sheds and other
associated agricultural buildings give rise to the rural and historical character of the village.
The old school along with the historic public house, The Blacksmith Arm’s, add further interest
with the Green Triangle and the Village Hall Playing Field providing the main focal point with
their uninterrupted views towards Dartmoor National Park and the surrounding countryside.
It should be noted that such views exist all over the parish and wherever possible these should
be protected.
The intentions of building design policies are to ensure that the new developments respect
the current feel and ambience of the village and thereby ensure that the character of the
village is retained and, where possible, enhanced. It is important that the new developments
should be similar in style and scale to existing nearby buildings, for example, urban style
homes of three storeys or more are inappropriate and should not be built in the village.
Access into the village from both the east and the west is via wide, open thoroughfares and
new development must respect this aspect as being part of the villages’ character.
The ecology of the parish is an important aspect of the character of the parish and considers
the features that make the landscape of Lamerton special and how it could be protected and
enhanced. These are features that should be considered in any proposed new development
in the village. Housing which incorporates environmental and green energy design, for
example roof solar panels, would be given favourable consideration.
Housing styles have changed dramatically over the centuries that Lamerton has been in
existence. However, one aspect which has remained is the relatively low housing density.
The low density is reflected by the fact that over half of the population live in detached homes.
It should also be noted that small pockets of higher density housing do exist in the village as
a whole. It is considered desirable to maintain this low-level density but equally it is
recognised that smaller properties which would give rise to a higher density are required.
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Where infill developments are of a higher density they must be sensitively designed,
respecting the character, visual quality and the built landscape of the village and its
surrounding area and heritage.
Going forward it would be highly desirable to see new builds embrace Devon and Dartmoor
features such as granite and slate. Leaving a ‘stylish’ legacy is considered important; it would
be irresponsible to burden future generations with ‘ugly’ ill-conceived and poorly built
housing.
There are a number of design guidance documents and principles that proposers of
development should be aware of and take into account when designing new development.
These include:
•

National Design Guidance2;

•

Active Design (published by Public Health England and Sport England)3;

•

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design4;

•

Building for Life 125; and,

•

BREEAM standards6.

Policy BE2: Design of New Development
1. All new development should seek to preserve and enhance the character, appearance
and environment of the village by:
i) Recognising and enforcing the district local character in relation to height, scale,
density, spacing, layout, orientation, features and materials.
ii) Reflecting existing neighbouring designs.
iii) Respecting and protecting local heritage assets and their settings, including
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Conservation Areas.
iv) Protecting natural assets, enhancing the natural environment and biodiversity.

2

See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-design-guide
See https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/spe003-active-designpublished-october-2015-email-2.pdf
4
See https://designforsecurity.org/crime-prevention-through-environmental-design/
5
See http://www.builtforlifehomes.org/go/building-for-life-12
6
See https://www.breeam.com/ (Building Research Establishment)
3
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v) Incorporating adequate landscaping to mitigate the visual impact of the
development and to ensure that proposals merge into the existing rural village
context and respond to the wider countryside setting (see image below).
vi) Seeking to retain mature or important trees. Development that damages or
results in the loss of ancient trees, or trees of good arboriculture and/or amenity
value, will not normally be permitted unless justified by a professional tree survey
and arboriculture statement. Where removal of a tree(s) of recognised
importance can be justified, a replacement(s) of similar amenity value and
maturity should be provided on site.
vii) Ensuring boundary treatments reflect the distinct local character in relation to
materials, layout, height and design. In areas where there is no boundary
treatment and gardens are enclosed, new development should seek to replicate
this (see image below).
viii)
Applying the most up-to-date accessibility standards which are applicable
to the type and location of development (and exceed those standards where
possible).
ix) Incorporating appropriate methods of energy generation and conservation in all
new builds (see image below), exceeding requirements set out in Building
Regulations standards in relation to energy efficiency of materials and have a
layout which optimises passive solar gain.
x) Passing the tests and exceed standards relating to Building for Life 12 for
dwellings and BREEAM “Very Good” for commercial / employment uses, or other
up-to-date standards at the time of application.
xi) Following security and safety principles set out in Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design guidance.
2. New development should provide external amenity space, refuse and recycling storage
facilities and car parking. The appearance and location of such features should be
considered early in the design process to ensure that they are well integrated into
development proposals and form part of a cohesive and visually appealing environment.
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Example: The above photograph is of two of the four Summer Green dwellings constructed in
2016. The design incorporates discrete solar panels in the roof, a white render and natural
stone exterior in keeping with adjacent properties. It has been set back behind hedgerow; it
has two spaces allocated per dwelling (excluding garages) and has adopted an apex and
dormer roof line consistent with adjacent properties.
These properties are considered to be acceptable and establish the bench-mark, along with
other policies within this NP, of minimal design standards.

Policy BE3: Heritage and the Historical Environment
Policy Justification
As set out above, heritage is a very important aspect of the sense of place and identity of
Lamerton and must be protected. Local heritage building, including St Peter’s Church, The
Vicarage, Ye Olde Priest’s House, Hill Town Farm House, Lower Hill Farm House, Hurlditch
Court and Venn House, as well as many other buildings, sites and structures (please see
Appendix 7.e. for a full list of heritage buildings, sites and structures) are an irreplaceable
resource and must be conserved in a way that ensures they continue to make a positive
contribution to the Parish’s heritage. Figure 5 sets out the location of our listed buildings
across the parish.
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Figure 5: Lamerton’s Heritage sites and Listed Buildings:
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With many highly-valued buildings reflecting the cultural heritage of Lamerton it is essential
that wherever possible future development complements the best the village and parish has
to offer and should conform with NPPF policies and JLP Policies Dev 20, Dev 21 and Dev 22.
Development must also be cognisant of the Conservation Area at the heart of Lamerton
village, shown in Figure 6 below.
Policy BE3 importantly localises heritage protection by clearly signposting those locally value
assets which should receive protection through policy. In addition, we will seek to get these
locally valued assets on the local authority “local list” to embed protection further. Until that
time, policy BE3 is necessary to ensure the appropriate consideration of those assets.
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Figure 6: Court Barton Conservation Area

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2018

Key: red = grade I, green = grade II, yellow = grade II*

Policy BE3: Heritage and the Historical Environment
1. The Court Barton Conservation Area is identified in Figure 6. Our locally valued parish
heritage assets include those identified in the Conservation Area Appraisal and the
national list of heritage assets and are identified in Appendix 7.e.
2. Development proposals should preserve and enhance both designated and nondesignated historic and heritage assets and their settings.

Flood Risk
Flooding problems within the village and the parish as a whole are minor and localised with
highways rather than homes having been most affected. All known instances have been dealt
with either by the residents’ themselves, the landowners or the WDBC.
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The River Lumburn which runs through the village and down through the Green Triangle has
its flood risk area at Venn which is non-residential (see Figure 7 below). We support measures
which will seek to improve flood risk at Mullywell and to maintain the flood risk area at Venn.
To continue to minimise the risk of flooding the Lamerton Parish Council, on behalf of its
parishioners and landowners must continue to work co-operatively with the WDBC (and visaversa) to successfully resolve matters as they arise.

Figure 7: Lamerton Flood Risk Map:

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2018. Source: https://flood-map-for-planning.service.gov.uk/

While raised as a key issue for local residences, we are content that national and Local Plan
policies provide sufficient policy regulation in relation to development and flood risk and do
not propose additional policy coverage in this Plan.
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5.5

Housing

Introduction
The JLP indicates that around 20 new dwellings could be delivered between 2014 and 2034
in Lamerton to help local needs and to ensure the continued viability and sustainability of the
village. On average Lamerton has seen a little under two properties built per year since 2007.
The growth figure of around 20 dwellings for the period 2014 to 2034 is broadly in keeping
with the established trend and is therefore seen as reasonable by both the Lamerton Parish
Council and its parishioners. Since 2014 there have been a total of 18 new builds, 4 building
/ barn conversions, a change of use plus 2 new builds approved on a small brownfield site
(the old derelict village hall). (See Appendix 7.i.)
While we have noted earlier in this Plan, that the local community does not wish to see
Lamerton village grow beyond its boundaries, we recognise that the village has to play a role
asset out in the JLP to deliver some small-scale housing to help satisfy local needs. This need
has also been recognised during consultation. During the public consultations, the need for
some small-scale development was generally accepted as necessary, especially to meet the
needs of young families, in the form of affordable housing, and for those older members of
the community whose homes and gardens are too big for them now and who need to
downsize but still wish to retain a high-quality home.
The general consensus is that Lamerton is a delightful parish to live in both for the young and
elderly. There is a strong social structure within the parish which parishioners do not want
altered. We have to move forward with a balance which protects the character of the parish
while helping to provide for its residents. On this basis we have sought to take control of
housing development which does come forward by allocating sites. Allocating our preferred
sites allows us the opportunity to be specific about what we wish to see happen on these sites
and to steer development away from other, more valued local areas. Lamerton village is the
most sustainable location for new development within the parish, while the outlying hamlets
such as Ottery and Chaddlehanger should remain as quite small tranquil areas unspoilt for
generations to come.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.
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Summary of Key Issues – Housing

Objectives

Younger parishioners should be able to To encourage smaller dwellings to be built
afford to buy a home within Lamerton
which younger people could afford to buy.
Absence of a suitable mix of properties

Ensure that development
appropriate scale and design

is

at

Encourage more affordable homes (i.e.
Starter Homes or Shared Equity) to meet
local need and to seek an even distribution
of property types on all new development
sites
an Work in conjunction with the Joint Local
Plan and WDBC to implement the policies of
this Neighbourhood Plan and ensure the
rural setting is maintained unless the
development is of direct benefit to the local
community.
Only support developments which ensure
the rural setting is maintained.

Policy H1: Housing Type and Size
Policy Justification
The joint Local Plan recognises through its vision statement that homes need to be built to
meet local needs. It also recognises that Neighbourhood Plans offer the best way of
identifying these needs. As a consequence, the Local Planning Authorities are “supportive of
the neighbourhood planning process as a means of identifying and responding to local needs
for development and the delivery of sustainable communities”7.
The JLP also states that “The social implications of house price rises that far outstrip wage
increases have seen a disproportionate amount of young people and working age families
leave South Hams and West Devon for more affordable areas within cities such as Plymouth,
Torquay and Exeter, or further afield. This has a negative impact on community cohesion and

7

Source: Joint Local Plan, paragraph 5.162, https://www.westdevon.gov.uk/media/4928/Plymouth-and-SWDevon-Joint-Local-Plan/pdf/Plymouth_SW_Devon_JLP.pdf?m=636892878664170000
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resilience in our rural settlements, which have previously been characterised by strong family
networks and a continuity of local population.”8
This section sets out the definition of local needs in the context of Lamerton parish.
The above statement is true of Lamerton. It is important to support a diverse and vibrant
community with a balance of age groups but this is currently a problem in Lamerton due to
the lack of housing which is affordable for first time buyers. The average house price (see
Appendix 7.h.ii.) clearly puts Lamerton out of consideration for most first and even second
time buyers in the area.
A table of the housing types within Lamerton Parish, Tavistock and West Devon as at 2011
are shown in the table below9.
2011

Detached
House

Semi
Detached
House

Terraced
House

Purpose
Built Flat

Other

Lamerton

188 (53%)

88 (25%)

55 (16%)

14 (4%)

8 (2%)

Tavistock

1,878 (33%)

1,441 (25%)

1,429 (25%)

713 (12%)

303 (5%)

West Devon

10,662 (43%)

6,197 (25%)

5,158 (21%)

1,549 (6%)

1,131 (5%)

As can be seen from the table above, over three quarters of all properties within the Lamerton
Parish are detached or semi-detached dwellings which explains in part why most homeowners are of an older generation. With the price of a detached house in West Devon
averaging £338k and a Semi-Detached house averaging £224k these are not properties a
typical young couple could afford to purchase. Typically, detached houses will be 4+
bedrooms, semi-detached will be 3-4 bedrooms, terraced 2-3 bedrooms and flats 1-2
bedrooms.
A couple both earning the average gross wage for Devon County (see Appendix 7.h.iii.) could
potentially afford to buy a Terraced House averaging £185k in value but no properties of this
type have been built for a great many years. If, as desired, there is a wish to provide the
younger generation with the opportunity to purchase a property of their own then
consideration must be given to building properties which they can afford to buy. If nothing is

8

Source: Joint Local Plan, paragraph 5.2, https://www.westdevon.gov.uk/media/4928/Plymouth-and-SWDevon-Joint-Local-Plan/pdf/Plymouth_SW_Devon_JLP.pdf?m=636892878664170000
9
Source: Census 2011, ONS
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done to address this, then the younger adults will continue to move out of the area in order
to get a foot on the property ladder.
Encouraging younger couples to stay or return to the village would in turn lead to a
requirement for school places and therefore help to safeguard the long-term future of the
village school. Maintaining school numbers would ensure the village continues to thrive as a
community and provide continued public and family support for the many and varied
activities which take place throughout the year. Set alongside census information from
201110, which states that 72% are in private ownership, 0% in shared ownership, 11% social
rented and 15% private rented11, the gaps in housing supply locally, in terms of size, type and
tenure, become clear.
Discussion with local estate agents suggests that the main gaps and needs in the local housing
market are for 2- and 3-bedroom properties, while the greatest demand in the private
ownership market is for 4-bedroom properties.
It is for the reasons outlined above that the majority of parishioners favoured all new builds
to be so called “affordable” homes and not larger executive style properties; the younger age
group (19 to 25-year olds) favoured shared ownership schemes on new developments.
Therefore, to support younger people who know Lamerton, and want to settle in the village,
the use of targeted ‘affordable’ housing merits consideration.
Here the proposal is for a team of nominated parish residents to work in association with
accredited Housing Management bodies and / or WDBC Housing Place and Strategy
Management to determine the qualifications of suitable persons to be offered affordable
housing.
Notwithstanding the above it is recognised that some younger people choose to leave and
live elsewhere. Locations such as Tavistock, Launceston and Plymouth present an opportunity
to live closer to areas of greater employment and also offer better infrastructure and
amenities. However, this decision should not be driven by the non-availability of affordable
accommodation.
If the imbalance between larger and smaller houses within Lamerton is to be addressed then
the proportion of smaller and therefore lower cost homes within any future development
must be biased towards the lower cost end of the housing market.

10

Source: ONS - 2011 Census (KS401EW), https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
and given the small scale of growth in the parish since that time, these proportions seem likely to have
remained approximately the same.
11
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It should also be noted that previous attempts under Social Housing to integrate families from
outside the parish proved unsuccessful. Relocation of city/town residents to a rural
community proved to be a disadvantage to both the families involved and to the village.
The JLP’s strategic housing market assessment (SHMA) identifies the proportions of new
housing which are needed across West Devon to address both demand and need (see table
below).
Across West Devon (% requirements for new dwelling sizes)
Dwelling size

Market
(private)

Shared
ownership

Shared /
affordable
rent

Across
tenures

1 bed

646 (15%)

74 (26%)

289 (34%)

1,009 (18%)

2 bed

1,334 (30%)

98 (34%)

240 (28%)

1,672 (30%)

3 bed

1,301 (29%)

79 (28%)

146 (17%)

1,526 (27%)

4 or more

1,154 (26%)

35 (12%)

182 (21%)

1,371 (25%)

Total

4,435 (100%)

286 (100%)

857 (100%)

5,578 (100%)

Source: table based on data in JLP SHMA,
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/StrategicHousingMarketNeedsAssessmentPart2.pdf, p.84

The table above suggests a split across tenures of 48% 1- and 2-bedroom properties and 52%
for 3 bedrooms or more. These provide a guide, alongside our local understanding of the key
market and affordability issues, for the proportions of different sizes of dwellings that should
be built on sites which come forward for development. This data, together with our own local
understanding informs the requirements in policy H1 which encourages developers to
consider our local percentage proportions. The policy recognises that the local housing
market and picture of needs and demands across tenures will change and so proposals should
both reflect an up-to-date understanding of the local market and needs combined with an
understanding of local views and observations. For this reason, the policy is intended as a
guide.
Homes for Older People
A retirement village situated in the impressive grounds of Venn House, comprising numerous
one and two-bedroom bungalows, provides independent communal living for those aged
fifty-five or over. Venn House is situated within the Parish of Lamerton on the very eastern
edge of the village.
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Whilst Venn provides an excellent facility it is not necessarily suited to everyone of that age.
Understandably there are those who would prefer to integrate with a cross section of age
groups and be at the centre of the village and its facilities and amenities. However, all
adjacent properties are two storey developments which are not necessarily suitable for
someone looking to downsize either financially or for a property providing greater ease of
access. Consideration should therefore be given to the provision of bungalows for those who
wish to remain at the centre of the Lamerton community.

It is the context and evidence set out above which form the basis of our understanding of
what local need equates to in the Lamerton context. For a more up-to-date understanding of
need during the plan period, this data should be updated and set alongside other up-to-date
assessments of need, for example, a housing needs assessment (which establishes an
understanding of affordable and market need across tenures and housing types), housing
needs survey (which would focus solely on affordable housing only) and / or data from the
Devon Homechoice housing register.

Policy H1: Housing Type and Size
1. To help ensure a locally appropriate supply of dwelling types and sizes, development
proposals within the Settlement Boundary which demonstrate how they meet the local
needs, demand and demographic profile of Lamerton will be supported. Developers are
encouraged to provide dwelling sizes in the following approximate proportions across
tenures to help deliver a balance in supply to meet local demand, where feasible, viable
and unless it can be demonstrated that other up-to-date evidence indicates alternative
proportions:
i) 10-20% dwellings with 1 bedroom;
ii) 55-65% dwellings of 2 – 3 bedrooms;
iii) 15-25% dwellings of 4 or more bedrooms.
2. Developers are encouraged to provide accessible single storey dwellings as part of the
development mix.
3. Proposers of development are encouraged to engage with the local community and
Parish Council at the earliest opportunity to help ensure that any proposals for
development consider both this plan’s aims and objectives and the views of the local
community.
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Policies H2 and H3: Housing Allocations
Policy Justification
To determine the best possible locations for any future housing within the parish the
Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (LNPSG) began by reviewing and assessing the
work undertaken by WDBC in its proposed document “Our Plan” (this document was later
classified as a “Corporate Document” by WDBC and was taken forward into the Joint Local
Plan process).
In compiling the West Devon element of the JLP, WDBC undertook a considerable amount of
work identifying and assessing viable sites based on the then current Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA). In December 2014, WDBC produced a Site Information Pack
for Lamerton Parish as part of the WDBC “Our Plan” (see Appendix 7.b.). The purpose of this
document was to identify potential development sites within Lamerton which would
contribute to the overall West Devon strategy and meet the demand for new development.
As a precursor to this document, WDBC in association with landowners, produced a Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). The SHLAA identified ten sites for potential
development which were then assessed by WDBC. In conducting their assessment, they
considered the following:
•

Access

•

Landscape and Ecology

•

Heritage and Archaeology

•

Flood Risk, Water Quality and Drainage

•

Contamination and Environment Health

•

Other e.g. footpaths, existing buildings

(Note: Unless stated otherwise below, the conclusions of WDBC to this criterion reads “No
constraints have been identified at this stage but further assessment may be required as part
of any pre-application process”)
Against these measures WDBC rejected three of these locations on the basis that they had
“Significant constraints which cannot be overcome or are likely to make development
unviable and sites which are in unsuitable locations”.
A further SHLAA was carried out by WDBC in 2016 but did not bring forward any new sites.
Full details of the SHLAA locations can be found in Appendix 7.j.
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Following the publication of the Joint Local Plan it became clear that neighbourhood plans
would become the means under which local development needs in sustainable villages would
be identified.
Given the work previously undertaken by WDBC, the LNPSG considered it highly appropriate
to use WDBC’s analysis and criteria as the basis for initially identifying suitable development
sites.
As well as considering these sites, the LNPSG also needed to determine if there were any
other sites which might be suitable, or if any landowner wished to put forward plots for
consideration.
Following our well-publicised ‘Call for Sites’, three landowners submitted requests for
consideration giving a total of ten sites to be evaluated. Of these, three site planning
applications have been subsequently been sought by landowners and approved by WDBC
during the time taken to create this Plan, reducing the Site Assessments required to a total of
seven. (see Appendix 7.k).
Our technical assessments of all sites, both from the SHLAA and our own call for sites, as a
next step, also considered the results of the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire and emerging
objectives for the Plan identified through consultation. Together this helped to steer our
preferred options for potential development sites.
The results of the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire had indicated that parishioners wished
to see small infill developments of affordable housing rather than large scale developments,
better parking facilities, improved road safety and preservation of the area known as “The
Green Triangle”.
This overall Site Assessment process concluded clearly that one site offered the best potential
for future development, this being Court Cottage Farm12, a brownfield site.

12

SHLAA reference WD-44-05-08/13
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With limited potential for any
truly affordable homes in this
development, due to viability
issues
of
redeveloping
a
brownfield site adjacent to a
heritage asset and within a
Conservation Area, a second site
was suggested for allocation, on
the basis that it could deliver a
high proportion of affordable
homes, this being Green Hill13.
For full Site Assessment summary
chart, see Appendix 7.k.
The Parish Council also
commissioned AECOM Site
Assessment Report, through
WDBC (see Appendix 7.l), but this
did not offer any new or
additional information about site
preferences not already covered
by that of the LNPSG.

Public Input
Five sites were presented to the Lamerton
parishioners at a meeting held in the Village Hall in
August 2017. Each attending parishioner was
provided with an A4 summary of each site and the
various pros and cons of each site as assessed (see
Consultation Statement Appendices 1.f.) by the
Lamerton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
Following a presentation by the members of the
committee there followed a question and answer
session which concluded with attendees asked to
complete a voting slip on their preferred site for
future development. A clear majority favoured
the development of Court Cottage Farm (known
locally as the Old Dairy) with the second favourite
being Green Hill when determined as their
alternate ’first choice’.

In summary, the LNPSG’s work to assess suitable sites considered:
•

Trends in the population of the Parish, household size and residents’ age;

•

Information from 2016 Housing Needs survey;

•

The views of the residents who attended the consultations in January 2016 and August
2017;

•

Considering the views of estate agents and developers;

•

The views of owners and interested developers of potential sites;

•

The indicative number of 20 new homes initially proposed within the Joint Local Plan
(2014-2034) in 2017 as a sustainable village;

•

The local need for Affordable Homes, established by WDBC to be 18, as at July 2019;

13

SHLAA reference WD_44_14_13
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•

The need to allocate up to 30 dwellings in order to deliver the required affordable housing
need of 18, without which delivery of the affordable units would not be viable, but also
to provide a “buffer” beyond the indicative Local Plan figure to prevent additional
speculative proposals for additional housing to 2034.

In summary, potential sites were identified by:
•

Including sites used in the West Devon Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) and the subsequent Joint Local Plan;

•

Contacting local land-owners for any expressions of potential interest in new locations
not previously considered (a local “call for sites”).

In summary, the selection of sites was guided by:
•

The views expressed by the Parish following the submission of completed questionnaires
returned in September 2016;

•

Feedback from publishing a summary of initial assessment conclusions on the Lamerton
Neighbourhood Plan on the Parish website;

•

The outcome of numerous drop-in sessions in 2016 and 2017; and,

•

The response of residents at the public consultations held in January 2016 and August
2017.

More detailed information on the site selection process can be found in Appendix 7.g.

Allocation Site: Court Cottage Farm
The key attributes of this location are as follows:
•

Site producing around 12-14 homes;

•

Opportunity to develop an existing brownfield location which is located within the
Settlement Boundary;

•

Excellent proximity to amenities and facilities as the site is well related to the rest of the
village;

•

The site is adjacent to listed buildings, particularly St Peter’s Church, and is within the
Conservation Area and so the impact of the development on the area and setting of the
listed buildings must be fully mitigated through appropriate design, siting, scale, massing
and location of the development; and,
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•

In conjunction with the land-owner, an opportunity to address serious car parking issues
adjacent to the school and the church. He has offered to allow the remainder of the nondeveloped field to be used as a green environmental buffer zone together with the lower
section of the field (and its existing road access) to be constructed as hardcore/scalpings
car parking for both school and Church purposes, working with both Historic England and
WDBC to ensure protection of the Conservation Area. This much-needed additional car
parking space would greatly benefit from the availability of Section 106 funding. The site
will need to have approved and suitable access and relevant infrastructure present.

We have liaised closely with WDBC, the Highways Authority and Historic England to ensure
that our plans for the site do not give rise to concerns from these bodies.
As set out in the JLP, there is a justifiable need for utilising brownfield sites in preference to
greenfield undeveloped agricultural land.
The allocated site is shown on the proposals map (Figure 9a) which can be found in section
5.9.

Policy H2: Development of Land at Court Cottage Farm
1. Land at Court Cottage Farm (as defined on the proposals map in Figure 9a) is
allocated for the development of approximately 12-14 dwellings as one of the
community’s preferred locations for new housing. For development proposals on the
site to be acceptable, they must:
i.

be built and contained within the confines of the existing previously developed
land (brownfield) site’s dairy buildings and curtilage at the northern end of the
site, and outside of the environmental buffer defined on the proposals map as
part of the allocation site;

ii.

ensure that the design, scale and mass of buildings have no unacceptable
adverse impact on the Conservation Area, any listed buildings and heritage
assets on the local list, and their setting, demonstrated through a Heritage
Statement;

iii.

within the environmental buffer on the remainder of the site, include
complementary wildlife protection through, for example, provision of a
wildflower meadow and / or orchard. Such enhancements should provide a net
gain in biodiversity while also serving to protect the setting of neighbouring
heritage assets through measures such as landscaping and planting where
necessary;
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iv.

have safe pedestrian and disabled access from the housing development
through the environmental buffer to the car park at the southern end of the site,
which is in-keeping with the setting;

v.

link the environmental buffer with the existing public footpaths to the west of
the proposed housing development;

vi.

be sensitively designed to respect the setting of the site and the special
landscape character of the immediate surroundings; and,

2. To improve the sustainability of and accessibility to the parish church, the Village
School, all local services and facilities and the safety and welfare of users, land at the
southern end of the site and to the south-west of St Peter’s Church (as defined on the
proposals map) is allocated for the development of a car park. For car park proposals on
the site to be acceptable, they must:
i.

meets the requirements of Policy TP1;

ii.

has a capacity of around 20 parking spaces, with compacted permeable hardcore
/ scalpings to surface the car park and access;

iii.

includes an additional grassed area for overflow parking for occasional use,
segregated from the main parking area by a stock fence and gate;

iv.

be accessed from the existing field access on Church Avenue while retaining trees
along Church Avenue and at the access point with removal of brush to improve
visibility splays. A new culvert an associated minor ditch clearance will be
necessary before rebuilding the access to “gate width” to form an even surface
incline into the site;

v.

have safe pedestrian and disabled access to St Peter’s Church, the school and
environmental buffer area to connect through to the development at the northern
end of the site, which is in-keeping with the setting;

vi.

reinforce boundaries on the southern edge to screen from adjacent properties;

vii.

be integrated on its northern boundary edge with the adjacent environmental
buffer proposed in policy H2, particularly in relation to landscape, biodiversity and
the setting of St Peter’s Church. Boundary treatment should comprise a stock
fence with a mixed species hedgerow and gate access into the environmental
buffer for maintenance reasons;
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viii.

ix.

have no unacceptable adverse impact on the Conservation Area, any listed
buildings and heritage assets on the local list, and their setting, demonstrated
through a Heritage Statement; and,
be sensitively designed to respect the setting of the site and the special
landscape character of the immediate surroundings.

Allocation Site: Land at Green Hill
The key attributes of this location are as follows:
•

The whole site identified in the SHLAA is too large to be developed in its entirety to
address local needs. WDBC have stated in their SHLAA report from 2017 (see Appendices
Item j) that, due to lower parts of the site which are in the floodplain, the impact on the
landscape character of a large development and the small capacity of the village school,
the site has capacity for only a small development of approximately 15 units. AECOM, in
its 2019 Report (see Section 7.l.) also states this development limitation.

•

This proposal should consist of around 18 homes on a greenfield site. Ordinarily Lamerton
Parish would be unsupportive of a greenfield development of this size, but it is the clear
wish of the residents supported by the Parish Council, that homes should be built which
can help local families move out of expensive rental accommodation and into a home of
their own. It is, therefore, to be regarded as a Rural Exception Site, in accordance with
current NPPF;

•

As a greenfield site, impact on the open countryside is to be kept to the barest minimum
with no detrimental impact to existing trees and hedgerows. Opportunities should be
taken to provide a net gain in biodiversity and existing mature trees and hedgerows
should be retained wherever possible;

•

The development should not adversely affect the parish by impacting upon village
character-enhancing landscape;

•

Development should provide sufficient off-road car parking spaces in accordance with
Policy TT1;

•

The site shall be designed and constructed in such a way that further expanded
development of the site is precluded;
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•

The provision of affordable housing should be maximised. Whilst it is accepted that a
proportion of market-value dwellings on the site will be necessary to assist with the
proposal’s viability, the site has been identified as an Exception Site in accordance with
JLP Policy TTV27 with the prime purpose of maximising affordable housing delivery; and,

•

All appropriate steps must be taken to ensure safe pedestrian access to local amenities.

It is recognised that over a 20-year plan period and beyond, circumstances can change and as
such there may be a requirement to review the Neighbourhood Plan. It is not the intention
of this document to anticipate such changes but it is the aim to ensure that future
development is appropriately phased given the limited services and infrastructure within the
village and the surrounding area. The landowner of the site allocated in this Plan and defined
on the Proposals Map also owns adjacent land at Green Hill. It is understood that the
landowner has agreed with WDBC to covenant the land adjacent to the allocated site to
prevent development within the plan period to 2034.
The allocated site is shown on the proposals map (Figure 9a) which can be found in section
5.9. Figure 9b provides further detail of the location of key elements of the site: i.e the area
to be developed for housing, the area to be used for access to the site and the area to be used
for sustainable drainage systems (SuDs).

Policy H3 – Development of land at Green Hill
1. Development of land at Green Hill (as identified on the proposals maps in Figures 9a
and 9b) is allocated as an Exception Site for 18 dwellings as one of the community’s
preferred locations. The site’s proportion of affordable dwellings will be maximised as
far as possible within the context of Joint Local Plan policy TTV27.
2. Development should:
i) be sensitively designed to respect the setting of the site and the special landscape
character of the immediate surroundings, taking full account of the landscape
character of the site, particularly the raised elevation above the village;
ii) minimise the loss of existing hedgerows and trees, replacing where necessary
demonstrating a net gain in biodiversity;
iii) avoid or satisfactorily mitigate on-site constraints such as (but not limited to)
flood risk;
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iv) provide a footpath to link up with the existing path that runs in front of Chestnut
Terrace;
v) provide sufficient parking in accordance with policy TT1;
vi) take fully into account the proximity of any adjacent listed buildings and their
overall setting;
vii) be carried out in a manner which is considered sympathetic to the immediate
surroundings and existing buildings; and,
viii)
in the light of robust evidence to be provided by the developer, seek to
maximise an affordable housing provision.
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5.6

Traffic and Transport

Introduction
The road network throughout the parish is primarily rural single-track country lanes and there
is no need, nor desire, to radically improve access beyond general road maintenance.
However, it is essential to recognise this infrastructure limitation when considering future
development and it is acknowledged under this Neighbourhood Plan that such matters are
fully considered by West Devon and the Lamerton Parish Council under existing policies.
The main roads are centred in or are adjacent to Lamerton Village and comprise of the Old
Launceston Road (formerly the B3362) which runs south of the village between Tavistock and
Launceston, Green Hill which runs down from the Blacksmith’s Arms Public House to the
school, and an unnamed road known locally as Venn Avenue which runs from the school back
toward the Old Launceston Road. Together these roads comprise the three sides of the area
known locally as The Green Triangle (see Environment section).
Public transport as an alternative to the use of private motor vehicles is available via the
Tavistock Country Bus but the service to Lamerton only operates on a Tuesday and Thursday.
Tavistock Area Support Services (TASS) and Tavistock and District Ring & Ride are two
charitable services, both aimed at supporting disabled and frail elderly people, which serve
Lamerton parishioners’ door to door on an as requested basis. Taxi services are also available.
Road calming measures at both ends of the main road would assist greatly in reducing the
speed of traffic along its southern boundary and consultations with West Devon Highways,
following a speed survey they conducted, have been investigated and the installation of
flashing speed signs has been completed and its impact is currently being monitored.
Our planning policy in this section focuses on transport issues on which planning policy can
have a direct influence. Transport is a topic area where many of the issues and solutions are
outside the control of the planning system to address, such as speeding (the domain of the
Highways Authority and Police, traffic calming measures (which usually have permitted
development status) and the enforcement of parking restrictions (normally the domain of the
County Council or Borough Council).

Pedestrian and Cycle Access
Numerous rural footpaths exist within the Lamerton parish, (see map below). They are well
used and the landowners undertake their responsibilities for ensuring they are well
maintained and free of impediments and obstructions.
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Figure 8: Footpaths in Lamerton Parish

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2018
Source: Devon County Council public rights of way map, http://map.devon.gov.uk/DCCViewer/MyLocalPaths/ Key: blue dash = public
footpath

The Tavistock Cycle Route runs through the parish north to south and travels the length of
Green Hill when entering Lamerton village. The cycle path is relatively well used and in 2015
formed part of the route taken by the BBC’s Children in Need charity event The Rickshaw
Challenge.
Pathways providing safe pedestrian access are virtually non-existent. A few metres of
pathway which serves little, if any, purpose exists opposite the Blacksmith Arms public house
and the very small development positioned along the main road known as the Farriers.
Pathways feature in the cul-de-sac of Chestnut Close and Chestnut Terrace but the main road
and Green Hill are extremely well used and there is no safe passage for pedestrians exercising
their dogs or accessing any of the village’s amenities.
It is appreciated that available funds to improve the situation are limited but the situation
should not be allowed to be made worse by any future developments.
•

A pavement alongside the main road and along Green Hill would provide villagers with a
means of safe access to the village’s amenities and facilities.
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•

Additional traffic calming projects might improve the current traffic speeding to an extent
where this may not be necessary.

In accordance with WDBC policies and our policy on high quality design, proposals for
residential and commercial development will be expected to incorporate safe access in their
design for both pedestrians and cyclists to key village amenities, namely the school, Village
Hall and Community Centre, St Peters Church and The Blacksmith’s Arms public house.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policy
which follows (and our allocation site at Court Barton) seek to respond to the parking related
issues only (and therefore other issues which contribute to the problem) given that, as we
have identified above, the planning system can have a limited or no effect on a number of
transport issues where they are governed by other sectors and / or bodies.

Summary of Key Issues – Traffic and
Transport

Objectives

Traffic congestion and pedestrian safety

Improve car parking which obstructs traffic
flow by introducing measures to minimise
further roadside parking which is a danger to
pedestrian safety (particularly along the
highway at Rushford, Greenhill and close to
the school which obstruct traffic flow and
which are a hazard to pedestrian safety)

Pedestrian pathways and cycle paths

Improve safe pedestrian and cycle access in
key areas of Lamerton for those wishing to
access the school and other village
amenities and facilities.

Absence of Public Transport

Seek and
transport.

Speeding traffic

Introduce extra safety measures to reduce
speeding traffic along the main road, Green
Hill and The Avenue which is a danger to all
pedestrians.
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support

enhanced

public

Policy TT1: Car Parking Provision in New Developments
Policy Justification
Along with most villages and towns which were founded and predominantly developed
before the days of the motorcar, traffic and parking is an increasing problem for the
community. Lamerton is no exception with each of the three main roads having a problem
due to the absence of any designated off-road parking. Developments within the last thirteen
years, namely at Trenance Drive and Outer Down have made the situation worse where even
the provision of two parking spaces per household, one of which being a garage, has proven
inadequate.
The worst time for congestion along Green Hill and The Avenue is at school start and finish
times. Lamerton Junior and Infant school has a good reputation in the area and is usually full.
However, approximately 40% of the pupils are from outside the village and for those parents
to bring their children to school without using a car is not a realistic option. With no parking
space available within the school grounds its ten staff, of which all but one currently drives to
work, are forced to park either in the road by the school or along Church Avenue. This
effectively creates a very narrow and unsafe roadway and a very dangerous junction in the
heart of the village.

Photos showing the increased level of car
parking along Green Hill (top left & right) and
Church Avenue during school hours
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Parking, other than near the school, is reasonable during the hours of nine to five but once
the working day is over the areas of Rushford, situated along the main road, and along Green
Hill increases. Notwithstanding that the speed limit on both of these roads is thirty miles an
hour, speeding traffic (a survey conducted by Devon CC Highways on Old Launceston Road in
November 2016 confirmed the need to address this issue there) is a cause of great concern
to pedestrians in the absence of footpaths.
The field opposite the school and behind Court Barton Mews and St. Peter’s Church has the
potential to provide much needed off-road parking for both school staff and church goers
alike. Our allocation policy for Court Barton includes provision of an area at the southern end
of the site for a new off-road parking area to serve the village centre.
Public consultations have clearly shown that the roads in the centre and along the main road
of Lamerton become very congested due to roadside parking. Parking within the village, and
immediate environs, is at a premium. Excessive on-street parking in residential areas is
inherently hazardous.
Car ownership in Lamerton follows the profile of the county and District as can be seen below
with a lower percentage not owning a car. It is essential that any new mixed housing
development provides adequate access and accommodation for residents’ cars relative to the
levels of occupation of homes if we are to avoid further cluttering of the street scene and
causing increased congestion in the village.
The following vehicle ownership numbers were obtained from the West Devon Borough
Council website and the Neighbourhood Questionnaire of 2016, and reflect the rural nature
of the community and its higher level of car ownership.
Car
Ownership
per
household

No cars
or vans

1 car or
van

2 cars or
vans

3 cars or
vans

4 or more Total
cars or
Ownership
vans
/All cars in
the area

Lamerton

27
(8%)

129 (40%)

115 (35%)

40 (12%)

15

West Devon

2,922
(13%)

9,680
(43%)

7,400
(33%)

1,960 (9%)

763 (2%)

22,725/33,
823

Devon

56,105
(17%)

142,566
(44%)

92,169
(29%)

22,652
(7%)

9,152
(3%)

322,644/43
6,533
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(5%)

326/555

Future developments should ensure there is sufficient parking allocated to each new dwelling
in order that highway parking is not increased. The cost for these proposals is not prohibitive
and should be met by the developers of any new builds. Adequate car parking must be
provided and garages (or wooden structures in keeping with a rural landscape), if included,
must be able to fit a family sized car. Ideally, spaces for three/four cars should be incorporated
to ensure adequate off-road parking.
Neither Devon CC Highways Authority nor WDBC have a policy for the number parking spaces
to be allocated per new dwelling. Planning approvals can include the provision of a garage;
however, garages are rarely used to house cars these days (storage or conversion to
accommodation being the most common use) which as a consequence encourages more and
more roadside parking.

Policy TT1: Car Parking Provision
New residential developments should provide a minimum of two off-street car parking
spaces for each 2-bedroom dwelling or a minimum of 3 off-street car parking spaces for
a 3-bedroom dwelling or above. Communal car parking of an equivalent provision or
greater will be considered as an alternative in appropriate locations.
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5.7

Local Economy

Introduction
Lamerton has a typically local rural economy with a farming community and a number of
smaller businesses including construction related businesses, physiotherapy and businesses
offering retail and community facilities and services such as those already referenced earlier
in this Plan including pubs, a garage and the Venn assisted living residence. We also recognise
that businesses are changing with an increasing number of people with desk-based jobs being
able to work from home where internet connectivity allows.
A survey of predominately agricultural local businesses indicated no anticipated plans for
expansion at present (2016) but as the economy grows and expands through the recovery
then incremental increase in capacity and facility sizes might be appropriate.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.
Summary of Key Issues – Local Economy

Objectives

Employment

Maintain and support a low-key rural
business environment for small, light
industrial development

Location

New businesses to be located away from the
village centre to minimise traffic congestion

Policy LE1: New or Expanding Businesses
Policy Justification
During consultations, most local businesses indicated that they have no plans for significant
expansion in the short term, so additional land will not need to be allocated for this purpose
at this time as the land currently allocated will be sufficient to meet likely demand. However,
we wish to respond positively to local businesses and support the local rural economy. Our
policy looks to support local business and also help to retain business premises and
employment uses if and when they become vacant. A change of use to residential should be
a fait accompli where there is no permitted development right to make such a change without
planning permission. While the Plan cannot stop conversion or change of use (and should not
given that it could lead to buildings being unused for a long-time or in perpetuity) sufficient
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time should be allowed for the business use or alternative business or employment use,
including retail, to become established. The policy therefore signposts the JLP policy of
relevance and also encourages uses to be beneficial to the community prior to being changed
to a residential use.

Policy LE1 – New or Expanding Businesses
1. The development of new or existing land and buildings for businesses will be
supported.
2. However, future development plans must comply with the policies contained in the
Joint Local Plan and the policies elsewhere within this Neighbourhood Plan to ensure the
character and rural nature of the settlement is maintained.
3. Changes in use from business / employment uses to residential use will not be
supported, unless:
i) beneficial need for the community can be proven, as described in Policy C1 and
proposals meet the requirements in Joint Local Plan policies DEV14: Maintaining
a Flexible Mix of Employment Sites and DEV15: Supporting the Rural Economy;
and,
ii) proposals demonstrate that they have been actively marketed for a period of 18
months for the current or a similar use prior to change of use to a residential
dwelling.
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5.8

Green / Renewable Energy

Introduction
The rural Parish of Lamerton is situated between Dartmoor National Park and The Tamar
Valley, an area of outstanding beauty. Preservation of the parish’s scenic heritage is
considered extremely important and the need to maintain existing land for agricultural
purposes is essential for the parish as well as the country as a whole. Whilst the desire for
renewable energy is fully appreciated and understood it should not be introduced to the
detriment of these needs.
We recognise the importance and value that renewable and low carbon energy schemes, and
improvements to energy efficiency of buildings, when done sensitively, can have to help
provide alternatives to fossil-based fuels and therefore:
•

help reduce carbon dioxide emissions;

•

improve the security of energy supply;

•

reduce households bills for energy;

•

generate an income for community organisations and businesses; and,

•

reduce the cost of supply of energy.

Our policy on high quality design encourages the design of new development to exceed
current standards relating to energy efficiency and supports renewable and low carbon
energy provision.
The key issues brought out through local public consultation and our other evidence base
material, and how they relate to our Plan’s objectives, are summarised below. Our policies
which follow seek to respond to these.
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Summary of Key Issues

Objectives

Support for small scale, unobtrusive
renewable or low carbon energy schemes
providing they are sensitively sited and
screened (appropriately landscaped).

Ensure that the design of new developments
visually blend in with existing building
architecture and that where possible they
incorporate environmental and green energy
features.
Encourage small non-obtrusive wind turbines,
hydro-power schemes and solar technology
on farm buildings, domestic and industrial
buildings and in suitable locations which fit
with the aims of the Parish, and resist
industrial scale renewable energy
development on any agricultural land,
common land and open spaces.

Policy RE1: Green / Renewable Energy
Policy Justification
Evidence we have gathered (see Consultation Statement), together with the views of our
local community, has identified a general support for smaller scale renewable and low
carbon energy schemes which respect the qualities of the landscape and natural
environment as a whole and do not have an adverse impact on the beauty of and
biodiversity within our Parish. In previous consultations, several parishioners were of the
opinion that a community owned renewable energy scheme could be undertaken
providing it benefited from the income therefrom. The majority of the village have no
objection to alternative energy as long as it is composed of very small installations such
as on house roofs, barn roofs, garages etc. Hydro-energy was also considered a
favourable alternative. The vast majority of parishioners do not want large areas given
over to solar arrays on any of the pastureland but discreetly hidden small panels screened
by hedges or other forms of landscaping would be acceptable. The NPPF says that we
should design policies to maximise renewable and low carbon energy development while
ensuring that adverse impacts are addressed satisfactorily, including cumulative
landscape and visual impacts.
The Parish Council is supportive of micro-energy generation including the use of smallscale solar technology on farm, domestic and industrial buildings. We are also interested
in working with partners and the community to investigate the potential for hydro power
in the Parish and other small scale and / or community renewable energy installations.
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However, we do recognise that, both in practical terms and intrusion, different types of
renewable and low carbon energy installations may, or may not be, suitable in different
built and natural landscapes. We have already set out how we value our natural landscape
in Lamerton within the context of the neighbouring Tamer Valley and Dartmoor National
Park AONB’s and the policies we have developed reflect this position.
This Plan therefore supports renewable or low-carbon energy projects in either domestic
or commercial development in principle subject to them following current best practice
guidance and the adverse impacts on features of environmental and heritage sensitivity,
including any cumulative landscape and visual impacts, being satisfactorily addressed.
Any proposals which come forward for wind turbines in the parish should be mindful of
the Government’s Written Ministerial Statement published on Wind Energy Development
on 18th June 2015 (HCWS42) which requires any proposals for wind energy to be located
within suitable areas identified in the development plan policies map, and to demonstrate
that the schemes have the backing of the local community.
This plan does not identify any such areas suitable for wind turbine development. Large
turbines in or within the vicinity of the village are not desired and are considered by the
majority of respondents to the 2016 Parish questionnaire and subsequent consultations
to be of an industrial appearance unbecoming of a typical Devon Village.
Our Policy RE1 is generally supportive of micro-generation and small-scale development
for renewable or low carbon energy schemes as long as they do not have an adverse
impact on our special environment.

Policy RE1: Green / Renewable Energy
Building and conversion proposals which incorporate Green Energy initiatives will be
supported where they:
i) are sensitively sited;
ii) are unobtrusive, respect and have no adverse impact upon the site’s setting
and landscape character or such impacts can be satisfactorily mitigated by
planting or other landscaping;
iii) have no adverse impact on biodiversity and habitat or such adverse impacts
can be satisfactorily mitigated by achieving net gains in biodiversity; and,
iv) minimise noise and light pollution and do not adversely impact the amenity of
neighbouring uses.
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5.9

Proposals Map

The maps which follow (Figures 9a and 9b) form the proposals map for the Plan. Any policies
in the Plan which require an area of land to be defined by a boundary are marked on these
maps (policies H2, H3, E2 and BE1).
In addition, we have identified other key characteristics such as important views (marked by
a “V”) and an area of locally valued landscape (The Green Triangle) which, although not formal
land-use designations, are nonetheless important within the context of the overall policy
framework of this Plan.

Figure 9a: Proposals Map

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2018
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Figure 9b shows the allocated policy H3 site in further detail, demarking the area reserved
for access (hatched blue), the area identified for sustainable drainage systems (SuDs)
(hatched green) and the area where the housing will be developed (hatched brown).

Figure 9b: Policy H3 On-site Detail

©Crown Copyright and Database Right. All Rights Reserved (PSMA 100057012) 2020
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Section 6: Plan Delivery and Implementation
The Neighbourhood Plan will be delivered and implemented over a long period and by
different stakeholders and partners. It is not a rigid “blue-print” and provides instead a
“direction for change” through its vision, objectives and strategy. Flexibility will also be
needed as new challenges and opportunities arise over the plan period. In this respect, the
review period will be crucial.
There will be three strands of activity which will direct delivery and each is important in
shaping Lamerton Parish in the months and years ahead. These comprise:
•

Securing the right private sector investment in the Parish through new development will
be crucial. The statutory planning process will direct and control private developer and
investor interest in the Parish in the context of the Neighbourhood Plan and the wider
Local Authority and National Planning Policy Framework;

•

Investment in, and management of, public services, assets and other measures to support
local services and vitality and viability for the village. In the context of the prevailing
economic climate and public funding there is a recognition that public investment in the
village will be challenging to secure;

•

The voluntary and community (third) sector will have a strong role to play particularly in
terms of local community infrastructure, events and village life. This sector may play a
stronger role in the future.

In terms of the key areas of action the following summarises the Parish Council’s approach to
delivery and implementation.
Housing Growth:
The Parish Council will work with developers and the Local Authority to deliver incremental
growth over the Plan period in accordance with the policies of the Joint Local Plan and the
policies of this Neighbourhood Development Plan.
Local Character:
The Parish Council will work with landowners and stakeholders to ensure that new
developments are in keeping with the wishes of the residents as expressed during the
consultation period and reflected in the Lamerton Neighbourhood Development Plan.
Local Facilities:
The Parish Council will work with local organizations and the WDBC to improve facilities and
services for local people.
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Local Economy:
The Parish Council will encourage businesses to improve local employment opportunities.
Transport and Communication:
The Parish Council and community will work with Devon County Council Highways
Department to find ways to improve road safety and address speed and parking issues in
Lamerton.
The Parish Council will work with all scheduled service bus companies to seek to improve and
increase the frequency of the inadequate services in present operation.
Landscape and Environment:
The Parish Council will work with any ecologically orientated bodies to ensure that wildlife
and the countryside surrounding Lamerton is protected and preserved.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL):
Financial contributions will be required, as appropriate, from each developer to mitigate the
impact of the development on essential infrastructure such as public utilities, policing, waste
services, the highways network, healthcare, education, library and leisure services within the
village in accordance with the obligations detailed in the 2016 Joint Local Plan for South West
Devon.
A community with a Neighbourhood Plan in place will be entitled to 25 % of the CIL money
raised by the District Council from the developer. This money will be available to be spent by
the Parish Council on local projects aimed at compensating for the additional development
burden in their community.
During the consultation process the residents were asked for their suggestions of beneficial
projects. A list of these projects can be found in in the Evidence Base.
Review:
The Lamerton Parish Neighbourhood Plan, due to changes in national or Borough policy for
example, may require periodic review(s).
It will become the responsibility of the Parish Council to form a Plan oversight committee to
monitor any changes which may occur in such policies during the life of this Plan and
incorporate these into it as appropriate.
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Section 7: Plan Appendices (see separate Appendices document)

a. Abbreviations and Glossary of Terms used in this plan
b. List of various reference documents referred to in this plan
c. Housing Needs Survey & Report – (July 2016)
d. Questionnaires / Surveys & Report – (July 2016)
e. Heritage Sites List
f. Environmental
g. Potential development sites summary in response to ‘Call for Sites’
h. Statistical information
i.

Housing types for West Devon, Tavistock and Lamerton

ii.

Average House Prices for West Devon

iii.

Average Gross Weekly Earnings for West Devon

iv.

Car ownership for West Devon, Tavistock and Lamerton

i. Details of developments in Lamerton since 2014
j. West Devon Borough Council SHLAA
k. Site Assessments
l. AECOM Site Assessment Report
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